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Orchard Heating
By

FRANJ{ L. "ES'l' and N. E. EDLEFSEN:i:

INTRODUCTION
In the state of Utah scarcely a year passes without some
damage being done to farm crops, either in the spring or the
fall, because of the occurrence of killing frosts. For example,
in the spring of 1916 the tops of the young beets were frozen,
about one-fourth 'of the grain of the northern part of the state
was frozen, the yield of the first crop of alfalfa was about half
normal and 90 per cent of the fruit of the state was destroyed.
During the month when fruit buds are in bloom, the report of
the U. S. Weather Bureau shows that on an average coverinlg
ten years for the five leading horticultural counties, freezing
temperatures of 30 degrees, or below, are experienced six nights
a year. The county agricultural agents report that three years
out of ten the fruit crop is somewhat below normal due to frost,
that the crop is considerably below normal one year out of ten
for the counties, and that certain orchards in the counties frequently lose their entire crop·
The states of California, Oregon, Colorado, Washington,
Ohio, and even as far south as Florida have been heating their
orchards on quite a large scale, especially the first two states.
Heating on a small scale is being done in parts of more than a
dozen other states. (a).
It is the purpose of this bulletin to report the results of our
experiments on orchard heating, to answer. the question as to
the conditions under which artificial heating would be financially profitable, and to give the most approved method of carrying
out the work.
DELAY OF TIME OF FLOWERING

The later the buds bloom in the spring, the less chance of
their being frozen, because as the spring advances, the tempera*The a uthors w ish to acknowledge their indebtedness to Dr. L. D.
Batchelor (now <;>f t he niversity of California). and W. H . Homer, for
valuable sugo'estlOns; Mr. Frank Gates for assistance in making the
electric heaters; and Mr. J. Z. Richardson a nd Mr. W. E. Goodspeed for
h e lp in making the observati ns .
(a) . Monthly Weat.her Review, Octob er, 1914, No. 42, pp. 562-592.
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ture in the orchards increases and the chance of a killing frost
occ.urring becomes less. It has been suggested that the development of buds be retarded eithe~ by piling snow about the base
of the tree, or by whitewashing it. The snow would have but a
very slight effect, if any, on the temperature of the tree branches
and would not sensibly change the temperature of the roots and
we, therefore, believe that treatment to be valueless. Although
the whitened surface of the tree would reflect a high percentage
of the energy that falls upon it, and would consequently absorb
a smaller amount, yet unless the light-colored material that is
applied is valuable as ' an insecticide, the method is of doubtful
value.
Numerous devices for the prevention of frost injury have
been tried. Among the methods used are: Hanging small
kerosene lamps in the trees, drawing canvass around the trees
on a cold night-for very valuable orchards, the drawing of
canvass over a permanent framework built above the trees-and
for small plants, covering them with straw or paper and plowing
a furrow between the rows and thereby throwing the loose dirt
over the foliage. In some cases orchards are heavily irrigated
on the night of an expected frost and with reported success in
not a few cases. Spraying the orchard with water has been recommended. If the cost of producing the fruit is less, if the fuel
is cheap, and if there is an excellent market for the fruit so that
it will bring a high price, then it may be profitable to heat with
oil burners; but we do not think smudging without heating is
satisf actory.
SOIL TREATMENT TO MODIFY l\flNIMUM AIR TEMPERATURE
(CONDITION OF GROUND AND ITS COVERING)

The attempt has been made, and with some success, to treat
the soil in such a way as to prevent the minimum temperature
of the air above the ground from going as low as it otherwise
would do. The rate of loss of he~t from the iground to the air
above during the night depends on the difference in temperature
between the air and the ground. The larger this difference, the
more rapid is the rate of heat transfer. The treatment consists
in lowering the heat capacity of the ground so that the same
amount of heat falling upon it in the day time will cause a larger
rise in temperature and therefore a larger amount of heat will
be given to the air by the ground during the hours when frost
is liable to occur. This has been successfully done by Professor
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Henry J. Cox (b) of the U. S. Weather Bureau working in the
cranberry districts of Wisconsin. Sections of these bogs were
drained, sanded, cultivated, and either left bare or thinly vined . .
This resulted in a lowering of the heat capacity of the· ground.
The highest maximum soil temperatures for the day, the lowest
minimum soil temperatures for the night, and the highest
minimum air temperatures occurred in these sections, while in
the uncultivated marsh, which was poorly drained and had a
thick growth of vegetation on it, just the reverse was found to
be true; the minimum temperature of the air in the sanded
section being seven degrees higher than in the untreated bogs·
The unfortunate thing about this method when applied to
orchards is the fact that these differences in temperature of the
air above the districts mentioned disappears at a height of three
feet above the .ground; that is, the method is ineffective in modif ying the minimum temperature of the air at heights above
three feet.
PROST AND CLEAR NIGHTS

The earth r eceives heat from t he sun during the day, and
during the night this heat is cont inuously lost by radiation to
out er · space, for which r eason the temperature usually falls all
night long, the rising of the sun starting the cycle again. It
has been observed that on clear nights, the minimum temperature is low (frosts usually occur on clear, quiet nights) while
on cloudy n ~g hts the air does not become so cold. The explanation lies in the fact that the clouds act as a mantle which holds
the heat in and prevents it from being dissipated into space. It
has been proposed that, on the occasion of a clear night when
the weather thre~tens a frost, the orchard be covered with an
artificial cloud or mantle. This mantle is for the purpose of
keeping the heat in the orchard that was stored in the ground on
the previous day when the sun was shining· It is also supposed
to keep the temperature from rising too fast the next morning
when the sun comes up, the feeling being that if the buds have
been frozen the damage would be less when the rate of thaw
is slow.
SMUDGE

With these points in mind, various methods of smudging
have been practiced; a common one being that of drawing
through the orchard a wagon covered with wet burning straw.
so that the smoke and the evaporated water would hold the heat
(b).

Descriptive Meteorology, Moore pp. 108-109.
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of the ground in the orchard area. When heat starts through
a gas, part of the heat is absorbed and part of it goes through
unobstructed. The gases that are the best heat absorbers and
therefore the ones that would prevent the escape of the. heat of
the ground best are water vapor, carbol} dioxide, ammonia,
gaseous hydrocarbons, dust, and smoke. These would be the
best mantles. (c-d) .
CARBON DIOXIDE AS A SMUDGE "WITHOUT THE
ADDITION OF HEAT

During the sprin:g of 1910, under the direction of Prof. W.
H· Homer, Jr., who was then Horticulturist at the Utah Experiment Station, ninety-six pounds of carbon dioxide were liberated
in one acre of an orchard during a period of two and one-half
hours in the night by drawing a tank of the gas, with the valve
opened, .back and forth through the area mentioned. This gas
not only failed to keep the .treated area warmer than the adjoining section, but actually cooled it slightly. This may be due to
the fact that the gas as it leaves the tank expands rapidly because of the fall in pressure and therefore cools to a temperature
of about 320 F. Difficulty was experienced in liberating the gas
. because the valve kept freezing up. (This sub · ect will be considered further, at a later point in the bulletin.)
SPRA1..7JNG OF 'VATER

Inasmuch as water is a good heat absorber, it was thought
that to spray water into the air above the trees might be effective in preventing injury by frost· In the spring and fall of
1912, we so treated an acre of apricots in the orchard of W. H .
Homer, Jr., at Pleasant Grove, Utah, at his suggestion. It indicated prohable success fr om the fact that the source of water supply had a temperature of 550 F. and, having at hand a large
amount of it, it was expected that considerable heat would be
given out to the orchard when this water cooled to 320 F., the heat
capacity of the water being so large, and that again on arriving
at 320 much heat would be again evolved as the water froze.
When the sun fell on the orchard in the morning, we had hopes
that the air would not warm up so fast as the air in the adjoining
orchard, and that because of the slow rate of thaw the damal~ e
would probably be less. This water was piped to the top of each
of the trees and was forced out under 50 pounds pressure in a
(e).
(d) .

Preston-Theory of Heat, p. 556.
Weather Bureau Bulletin C, D, and G, p. 125 .
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fine spray to a distance just sufficient to cover very thoroughly
the entire tree. Eight standardized thermometers were placed
at various points in the treated section, always at the same
height above the ground· The same number were placed around
the outside of this section. A small, wooden shelter four inches
wide and a foot long w·a s placed over each thermometer in order
to keep it dry, since it was hung in the branches of the tree
from which water was dripping as in the heaviest of rain
storms. Without any water being applied, the mean reading of
the thermometers inside the area in question was the same as
the mean reading of the check thermometers to wi thin a fraction of a degree . With the spray on two nights, the treated section was found to be 0.50 F. colder than the air outside and was
the same both nights· The spray was left on until noon, and
althoWl h the air was warming up, yet the mean temperature
underneath the cloud was one morning 1.10 F. colder than the ·
adjoining section and the other morning 2.50 F. colder, showing
that the cloud hung over the orchard did slightly retard the rate
of warming up when the sun arose in the morning; the effect
was very slight, however. A test showed that the air was practically saturated in the trees when the spray was on.
On the night of April 14, 1912, a frost was experienced and
.the spray was turned on. The apricots were in full bloom. Ice
as thick as one-fourth of an inch formed on the twigs and
branches and this weight was so gr eat that the branches began
to break. A count of the damaged buds was made the next
night, and it was found that those on which the ice formed were
killed and that no fruit was obtained from this acre in the fa11·
The apricots in the other part of t he orcha rd were not damaged
by the frost at all, and a normal yield was obtained. The spray,
therefore, instead of protecting the orchard from fro st, actually
damaged it. We had earlier observed in determining the injury
that had been caused to the fruit buds in the College orchard at
Logan after a night of freezing t emperature a ssociated with a
storm of sleet, that those buds that were open and were turned
up were frozen, while the majority of the buds that were turned
down and did not collect snow and sleet in them were not injured . The same thing has been observed elsewhere since then.
Finer openins s might haye been made in the nozzle and the application made higher above the trees, thus tending to merely
increase the humidity of the air by evaporation. These smaller
openings would become clogged because our equipment gave
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trouble for this reason, and it is awkward to get to the very top
of the trees to clean them, and if the amount of water applied
be reduced sufficiently to prevent condensation on the trees, it is
very doubtful whether enough has been applied to form effectivelya smudge, as the experiments to be reported later on in this
bulletin, using carbon diqxide as a smudge, tend to show·
AMOUNT OF HEAT IN THE SOIL THAT THE
SMUDGE IS rr'O RETAIN

The essential idea in smudging is to maintain an atmospheric
blanket over the orchard that will ,k eep , in the heat that was
stored in the ground during the previous day when the sun was
shining. Is there much available heat stored in the ground during the day? Except for four hours in the middle of the day,
the temperature of the ground is colder than the air during
December, January, and February. In June, July, and August,
except for five hours around noon, the ground is only 2 degrees
warmer than the air. (e). The ground, then, during the night
is never much warmer than the air. Again, suppose that the
difference in temperature between the maximum of the afternoon
and the minimum of the air for the early m.orning be 30 degrees
for the day, then at a depth of four inches in the soil the daily
range of temperature instead of being 30 degrees will be onehalf of thirty, or fifteen degrees, and, at a dept h of eight inches:
the range of temperature is one-fourth, or 7 ' degrees. The daily
change in temperature is not felt at depths in the soil below
three feet. It is thus seen that this small excess in temperature
of the soil over the air is only found in a comparatively thin
layer of the soil at the top. Furthermore, in Utah these freezes
in the spring nearly always follow a storm when the ground is
wet, the sky has been overcast with clouds and very little heat has
collected in the ground during the day. (f). "In general the
,g round will be warmer even in winter than that which is precipitated upon it," hence the rain has cooled the ground and
what little sunshine there has been during the day has 'been
used in evaporating the water instead of warming up the ground
during the day. Whether the frost follow a storm or not, it is
nearly always true that when we have one night with frost, we
usually have three to six in succession and that the days between
these frosty nights are not nearly so warm as usual;
(e).
(f).

Descriptive MeteorologY-Moore, p. 87.
Descriptive MeteorologY-Moore, p. 88.
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Figure 1.-0ne type of orchard heater,

hence if the smudge were to keep the heat in the air just above
the ground the first night there will be little radiated to the air
about the trees the second or third night, because the ground
would be but very sli~ htly if any warmer than the air.
COLORLESS OR SMOKING FIRES

In the early days of heating, the question arose as to whether
a plentiful supply of air should be supplied and a colorle$s heat
produced, or should only a limit ed amount be supplied and have
the burning aSS0C 'ated with smoke. In the first case more heat
would be produced from the same amount of fuel, but in the last
case smoke is produced . The unburned material, in the case of
coal, would he small particles of carbon, and, in the case of oil,
gaseous hydrocarbons and carbon both of which are very good
absorbers of heat, but it should be remembered that in the complete combustion of either of these fuels, carbon dioxide and
water vapor are developed, which substances though colorless
are also very good heat absorbers. (g),
(g), Where whole communities have done considerable . heating,
damage by the smoke to the house furnishings has been complained of
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According to Prof. W. J. Hunlphreys, (h) of the . U. s.
Weather Bureau, soot of the proper degree of fineness is several
thousand times more effective than carbon dioxide in intercepting earth radiation. With smudge pots and coal baskets, only
a small percent of soot is produced, most of the fuel being
burned to carbon dioxide.
ELECTRIC HEATERS

To test the relative merits of the heat and smudge we decided to do some heating by means of electricity, where no
smudge is liberated and note the effect and then add to the air
about the electric heaters carbon dioxide, and thereby see if the
smudge caused the air about the heaters to be warmer than it
was before it was added. The results of . the heating done by
other investigators have been given in terms of the number of
heaters to the acre and the resulting rise in temperature· The
:rise in temperature of course would depend on the rapidity with
which oil is burned and on the calorific value of the fuel. By
heating electrically we can readily control the amount of heat
supplied, and can determine just how much is being delivered
by reading the electrical measuring instruments. It was distinctly understood from the beginning that the cost of electrical
power is such that it would be impractical for the farmers to
heat their orchards in times of frost by means of electricity.
We made some electric heaters of about ten kilowatt (121/2
horse power) capacity, this heing about the capacity of the
gallon size oil smudge pots, by making coils out of No. 14 galvanized iron wire and fastening these coils on porcelain in sul- \
ator s that had been bolted to small iron frames . These heaters
cost $1·35 a piece.
EXPERIMENT ON HEATING, WITH AND WITHOUT
SMUDGE INSIDE A LARGE BOX

We took two large wooden boxes that had been used for
shipping expensive art pictures and which had therefore been
specially lined, being almost air tight, knocked the bottom out
of one and placed it on top of the other, giving us an inclosure
20 by 40 and 71/3 feet deep, which was nearly air til ~rht._ This
box was taken out in the open air in the court of the Mechanic
Arts building of the College and four electric heaters were
placed in the bottom of it, the heaters being connected in series
so that the power consumption was but 213 horse power. Nine
rh).

Bul. Mt. Weath er Obsy., 6, 1913.
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accurate thermometers were placed inside the holes in the box
on different sides and at different elevation and one was hung
down in the center. · Check thermometers were placed around
outside the cox. As a mean of four experiinents which had
been run from one-half hour to two hours after a steady state
had been reached the thermometers being read every five minutes, the ~ox maintained a t emperature of 14.10 F. higher than
the mean air temperature outside the box. A hose was attached
to a tank of carbon dioxide and this hose intr oduced into the
bottom of the box through a hole in the side. This cold gas was
allowed to enter the box as fast as it would run out of the
tank- The excess of temperature of the air inside the box over
that outside was now found to be 14.30 F. being but 0.20 F.
warmer with the gas than wit hout it. Of course the gas that
entered was cold, due to its ex.p ansion on being liberated from
the tank. We next warmed the gas by surrounding the hose
with warm water so that the gas entered the box at approximately the temperature of the air in this box· The mean r aise
in temperature now was found to be 16.90 F. This is now 2.8 0
F. warmer than without the gas. Twenty-two pounds of carbon
dioxide wer e liberat ed in the box in fifty minutes, making a
volume sufficient to fill it three times. At various times during
the experiment samples of air were extracted from the interior
of the box and the analysis of these showed an average of 3 per
cent of the air as carbon dioxide. Without the use of the. carbon
dioxide it required 6Yz watts per square foot to raise the temper ature 10 F.
HEATING OF A SHELTERED AREA

If heating he done in the court of a one story building, the
air space being oPen to the sky but surrounded by brick walls
we should get approximately the same result as that obtained
when many acr es are simultaneously heated in the orchard because in this latter case heat is being passed both ways horizontally from differ ent heaters and in the inclosure the heat
that strikes the walls will in part be returned to the air space,
e· g., if one heater were placed in a room without a roof, the
walls would prevent the escape of the heat that struck them
and would reflect it back into the middle of it and yet the effect
would be the same if the wall were removed and another heater
was placed on the other side of it for now the heat that the wall
would have reflected back is supplied by the other heater.

12
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CARBON DIOXIDE AS A SMUDGE \VITH THE
ADDITION OF HEAT.

N ear the center of the Mechanic Arts building of the College
there is a space of 500 square feet that is surrounded on all
sides by one story brick walls and .yet is open at the top. Thermometers were distributed in this space and a like number were
placed in the open country away from the building. The thermometers were read at regular intervals after the sun went
down 'a s the air in both places cooled. They both cooled at the
same rate, the mean temp eratur~ inside r emaining almost exactly the same as the mean of the outside thermometer readings . By means of a hose, carbon dioxide gas was liberated
throughout this space as fast as we could get it to run out of
the tank, the neck of the tank being surrounded by cloths kept
soaked with hot water to prevent the opening to the tank from
freezing up· The mean temperature inside remained the same
as that outside, both cooling of course as the night progressed
but both cooling at the same rate. The carbon dioxide appeared
to be valueless as a blanket for holding the heat inside the
inclosure.
AMOUNT OF HEAT REQUIRED TO W ARM Am

Six heaters were , distributed in this inclosure and were connected so that the electrical power transformed into heat was
40 K. W. Five thermometers were distributed in the space
and hung up about five feet above the ground. A like number
were placed away from the building at the same elevation above
the ground. As a result of six experiments, each one running
for two to three hours, and the thermometers being read every
ten minutes, the mean temperature of the outside section being
520 F. it was found that the air inside was maintained six
degrees Fahrenheit warmer than the air outside. An anemometer was used to give the wind velocity, and in spite of the fact
that the heated area was sheltered or protected on all sides, the
wind was unusually effective in cutting down the rise in temperature inside the heated area. The wind velocity varied from
a calm to ten miles an hour and in the case of the latter wind,
the rise in temperature was but 2·90 F. while with no wind the
temperature inside exceeded that of the check thermometers
outside hy 9.6 degrees, the mean of all ' the experiments being
as stated above six degrees. The wind velocity was measured
on top of the building. Assuming the rise in temperature to
be proportional to the amount of heat .supplied-which as-
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sumption would be very close to the truth for the rise in temperature is small-the results show that it required 14 watts
per square foot to raise the temperature 10 Fahrenheit.
With the same amount of power applied again, viz· 40 K. W.
(50 horse power) to this inclosure, with the wind blowing ten
miles per hour, 18.5 lbs. of carbon dioxide (i) were liberated in
about half an hour and the 'mean temperature inside was but
2.80 F. above that outside and then again on another occasion,
30 lbs. of carbon dioxjde were liberated in 50 minutes with the
same amount of power developed and with no wind and the
mean difference in temperature was 8·80 F. This was just as
much gas as we could get out the tank for in spite of the hot
water applied to the neck of the cylinder, it kept freezing up.
It appears that the carbon dioxide had little effect in keeping the
. temperature about the heaters above that outside.
• All of the heaters were now placed in the open away. from
buildings, being distributed about as smudge pots are distributed in the orchard, and from 75 to 90 K. W. (more than
100 H. P.) of power applied· Eight thermometers were used;
these were read every ten minutes after a steady state had been
reached and the mean taken. As a result of six experimentsthe mean temperature of the air outside of the heated area being
700 F.-the heaters caused a rise in temperature of 110 Centigrade or 200 Fahrenheit and the anemometer showed , a wind
velocity varying from a calm to five miles an hour. As an average it required 13 watts applied to a square foot to raise the
temperature 1 degree Fahrenheit.
AMOUNT OF HEAT REQUIRED FRO~I SMUDGE POTS
AND ELECTRIC HEATERS COMPARED

Considering the common smudge oils as giving out 18,800
British Thermal units of heat per pound that is burned and
considering a gallon of this oil to last four hours and remem(i).
Plenty of gas was liberated because when 1000.0 lbs of coal
in 20 lb. pots distributed over an acre burned 3.5 hours gave a rise in
temperature of 5.6 degrees Fahrenheit, (Farmers Bull. 104, p . 20). This
when burned, produced 2660 lbs. of carbon dioxide, or .06 lbs. per square
foot. At the end of the first half hour there would be approximately
. . 008 lbs. per square foot. And if the gas rises to a height of fifty feet
the lower air would have on an average of .2 per cent · carbon dioxide
at the end of the first hour. In our experiment where 18 .5 lbs. of
-::arbon dioxide were liberated in the inclosure, the gas was not warm
and being heavier than air it would stay largely within the inclosure.
This being true there would be .037 lbs per square foot and an avera~e
of 3 per cent carbon dioxide which is about 15 times as much as resulted
from the burning of the coal.
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bering that with 100 heaters to an acre we get a rise in tem-.
perature of approximately 4 degrees Fahrenheit, it figures out
that these smudge pots develop 6 watts per square foot in raising the temperature of the air in the orchard 10 Fahrenheit.
This value is only very approximate. (See page 17 this bulletin). With the electric heaters in the box mentioned earlier
it required 60 watts per square foot per degree and in heating
in the open with about 100 H. p. it required 14 watts per degree
per Elquare foot. This larger value for the electric heaters than
for the smudge pots is probably due to four causes. The electric
heaters give out no smudge (colorless flames in the case of any
organic combustion give out carbon dioxide and water vapor,
an effective smudge). In the experiments with the eiectric
heaters the rise in temperature was from 200 F. to 400 F· above
that of the surrounding air while in the case of the smudge pots
the rise was only about 40 F. The greater the difference in
temperature the greater the rate of loss of heat and thus the
more power would have to he supplied to ,get it 10 ·warmer.
The electric heaters were not placed in the orchard because the
electric power was not available there. The foliage on the
trees in the orchard would make it eas:er f or the pots to warm it
up. The tests with the smudge pots were made in the orchard
at night when as a result of slow cooling the temperature
gradient in the air was negative, while the experiments with
the electric heaters were performed either in the late afternoon
or in the evening just before midnight when this was not true.
It is largely because of this temperat ur e inversion in the early
morning, that it is possible to satisfactorily or sufficiently heat
the orchard.
.
TEMPERATURE I NVERSION A ND EXPLANATION
OF E F F EOTIVE HE ATING

Normally the higher in the air one goes the colder the air
becomes, the temperature f alling 10 Fahrenheit for about 350
feet rise. At a height of about six miles, the ten1perature is
about 500 Fahrenheit below zero. At night after the sun goes
down, the air and the ground begin to cool but the ground cools
much faster than the air, so that by early morning it is found
that the soil temperature is lower than the air and hence as you
rise from the ground, the air gets warmer to a maximum at a
height of about 300 feet depending on the night, and then as you
go still hig her it be·g ins to get colder· This warm air at this
height should not rise even though it is lighter than that above
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it unless the temperature gradient just above the point of
maximum temperature is larger than the adiabatic rate, which is
approximately 1 degree Fahrenheit to every 183 feet rise,
assuming no condensation to take place because of low humidity.
When this condition exists and the smudge pots are lighted,
the hot air from them instead of rising to the very top of the
atmosphere because of its lightness is heateq slightly and being
lighter than the cold air near the cold ground begins to rise and
yet cooling as it rises beconles colder and hence heavier than
the air at the above mentioned height of 300 feet hence does not
rise to this point but stops. Suppose the air near the ground
to be at a temperature of 280 and that at a height of 300 feet it
is 38 0. Then if the air about the smudge pots is warmer 20 or 30
to 310 or 320 it will rise to a height of about 50 or 60 feet at
which height will be found air of the same temperature and
density as that which is rising, so that if a moderate heat is
supplied, not even the air up to the 300 level will need to be
warmed. Instead of having to warm up all of the atmosphere
above the heaters, we need simply to warm up a small part of
the air below this level· This also explains how it is possible
to warm up "all outdoors" with the small fires, why it is better
to use many small fires instead of very hot large ones which
would upset and remove this sort of ceiling and also why it is
so very difficult to heat when there is even a slight breeze.
Considering the heating of the orchard through convection,
the heat would rise to the ar~ificial ceiling and stop and then
this warmed region would gradually extend downward and after
all the air from the tops of the trees to this ceiling had been
warmed, then the trees would begin to warm up.
It is also interesting to observe that at the end of four hours,
assuming no wind and diffusion as very slight, there' would be
over the orchard twenty four times as much smudge as there
is at the end of ten minutes and yet it is the experience of investigators that it takes only a few minutes for an equilibrium
condition to be established with a constant difference in temperature between the heated and unheated area.
.
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Table I.
ing.
Page

.
I Investigator
(1)

20
20
20
4
5
29
33
36
37
44

Results Obtained by Various Investigators on Orchard Heat-

Whipple
"
"
Lewis and
Brown (2)
"

II

I

"
"
"
"

WO~~bUry

IKind of lNo . of P ots I
Fuel I per Acre I

I

coal

"

"
oil

"
,."

"

"
"

\
and
78 IWellington (3)
"
78
"
78
"
"
86 I
"
"
Limoneria Orchard Co.

I

"

50
80
100
45
75
39
50
100
100
40

42
85
85
100
100·

Kind of
Pots
concentrated
draft
open basket
Bolton

Troutman
Bolton
Troutman
Troutman
Bolton

I

Bolton
Bolton
Haswell
Troutman

IRise in TemI perature
II

II

I
I

6.0 deg. F.
4.4 d eg. F.
5.7 deg. F.
1.0
3.0
1
3.7
4.1

deg.
deg.
deg.
deg.
deg.
~ .f deg.
2.0 d eg.

F.
F.
F.
F.
F.
F.
F.

1.7
3.1
3.4
4.4
6.0

deg. F.
d eg. F.
deg . F.
deg. F.
deg. F.

1 ~Farmers' Bulletin 104.
2-0regon Station Bulletin 110.
3-Indiana Station Bulletin 154.

*They report one pot to a tree and a rise in temperature of 6 deg. F.
Using 100 oil pots and 50 coal baskets to an acre, they saved their
lemon crop against temperatures lower than 20 deg. F.

From the above results it is seen that one can expect to keep
the orchard, when near the freezing point, at least 40 F. warmer
than the outside temperature when 100 heaters are used to the
acre; and no less than that number should be used if one expects
success. If cold winds of velocity more than ten miles an hour
are bringing to the orchard large quantities of cold air besides
disturbing the temperature inversion condition, unless whole
communities are heating simultaneously it is not feasible to heat
the orchard because a warming of even 10 to 10 0 is obtained
with difficulty under such conditions.
HEATING IN CALIFORNIA

Thousands of acres of oranges and lemons are successfully
heated by oil pots in California and with reported financial success even though they have had to heat as many as thirty times
a season. These crops have been saved against freezing temperature as low as 200 F. (j). Although they recommend but
100 heaters to the acre, yet ag~inst the above mentioned extreme
(j).
Monthly Bulletin, State Commission of Horticulture, Sacramento, California, January, 1914.
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frost they used considerably more to the acre. Oil in California
costs only about one-half what it costs in Utah, the investment
and crop are worth much more than in the Utah orchard, and
the freeze that they experience is the one that occurs on a still
night with a clear sky and with the whole community heating
simultaneously. The usual freeze in Utah is associated with
no·rth winds after a rain, the sky clearing as the wind wanes,
after which the temperature falls quite rapidly. They report
average rises in temperature of more than 60 F. as a result of
heating. Telephones are installed and the oil is piped throughout the orchard and the whole method including' their cooperative work on forecasting with the weather bureau has been
worked out to a nicety. They do not heat, as in other states, to
protect the buds but rather to protect the matured fruit and
occasionally the whole tree from freezing .
. COAL OR OIL AS FUEL

F rom a study of the work of other investigators on the subject alf orchard heating, it is difficult to determine the relative
amounts of coal and oil burned per hour that will give the same
rise in temperature because there is considerable variation in
their results. For the purpose of making a comparison. of the
cost of heating with the two kinds of fuel we will use the following statement from the Weather Bureau: "It is considered
that one ton of coal will equal 100 gallons of oil in heating
value." (k). Fifty heaters burning 40 pounds of coal would
have to produce the same rise in temperature as 100 heaters
burning a gallon of oil each in the same time interval, which is
no doubt only approximately true. The coal then we~ghs 20
times as much to produce the same result. A pound of oil gives
out very approximately 10 times as much heat so that if the
above quoted statement ·is correct, 1 213 times as much heat has
to be developed by the coal, in order to produce the same rise
in temperature as with the oil. More accurate data are needed
to make this comparison what it should be, but in the following
calculation we will use the above quoted figures.
(k).

Weather Bureau No. 542, Feb. 11, 1915 , p. 577.
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COMPARISON OF THE 'COST OF HEATING TEN ACRES, TWELVE
NIGH'r S IN TEN YEARS WITH OIL AND WITH COAL, CONSIDERING A TON OF COAJ.J EQUAL TO 100 GALLONS OF OIL.
WITH OIL

For Ten Acres

1,500 Lard pail heaters at $0.20 (good for 10 years) ________ $ 30.00
12,000 Gallons oil @ $0.09 _________________________________ ~ __________________ 108.00
1 Wagon tank $50.00 (good for 15 years) _______ ___ _~ ____________
4.00
Lighting torches $10 (good for 10 years) __________________________
1.00
Thermometers $15 (good for 10 years) ____ ________ __ ___ _________ _'_.__
1.50
Labor for handling the oil, pots and fires (for one year) __ 45.00
Storage tank 12,000 to 14,000 gallon $240 (:good for 20
years) ___________ ____________ ____________ __________________________________ _____ ______ ____ 12.00
Total cost for ten years _________________________________________ ___ $191.50
Cost for one acre ______________________ $19.15
Interest at ten' per cent____________ 1.91
Total cost for one acre ______________ $21.06
WITH COAL

120 tons of coal @. $7.00 delivered __________________ . _____________________ $
500 baskets @ $0.25 (good for ten years) ___ ______ :______________
Waste and crude oil for starting________________________________________
Lighting torches $10.00 (good for ten years) ____ __________ ____
Labor for filling and lighting_______________ __ __________________ ____ _______

84.00
12.50
10.00
1.00
45.00

Total cost !for ten acres ______________________________ ______________ $152.50
Cost for one acre ______________________ $15.25
Interest ______ _______________ '-______ __________ 1.52
Total cost for one acre ______________ $16.77
From the above figures it will be seen that with coal at $7.00
a ton and oil at 9 cents a gallon that coal is somewhat less expensive. It is probable that oil at 7 cents a Ig allon can compete
with coal at $7.00 a ton.
The smoke from the oil fires and the high humidity. associated
with the low temperature by deposit darkens the trees and fruit
somewhat, especially where heating is resorted to many n ights
during a season.
In the case of coal this trouble is not experienced and yet the
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smudge from the coal as far as ret~ining the heat is concerned
is about as good as that from the oil. The coal heaters are a
little harder to get started, their heat is not so easily regulated
as with the .o thers. With the oil heaters, the rate o'f burning can
be controlled by adjusting the supply df air and in addition to
the gre.a t ease of starting them, they can be put out by putting
on the cover. The oil is somewhat easier to handle than the coal
and all points considered, the oil is probably the better fuel to use.
EQUIPMENT NECESSARY FOR IIEATING

For a small orchard the oil can be purchased in barrels and
distributed to the pots in the orchard by hauling these barrels on
an ordinary wagon or on a sled.' The oil is much cheaper if it
j s purchased in carload lots; hence if the orchard is large or if
several farmers can combine and buy a carload of oil, after getting bids on it then they should put up a storage tank made out
of metal or concrete and purchase a special wagon for hauling
this oil to the tank and later out into the orchard. The tank
should be located if possible, on the hillside so that it may be
filled from the wagon by gravity and also because the wagon can
be filled from it by driving underneath. If this can not be done,
a pump will need to be purchased. Torches should be procured
for use in rapidly igniting the crude oil and several high :grade
thermometers should be distributed throughout the orchard .
The heaters should be placed in the orchard in the early spring
and after being filled with oil should be covered with the lid to
keep the rain out. Arrangements should be made in advance
for extra labor at the time of the frost because as a rule the
heating has to be done several nights in succession and during
the day time the pots have to be refilled.
FORECASTING FROST

In order successfully and profitably to protect an orchard
from frost one must know when one should heat, because obviously fuel should not be burned when the frost is not severe
enough to cause damage ' and when danger is near the fires
~hould be li:ghted to prevent the iiljury.
.
The Section Director of the U. S. Weather Bureau at Salt
Lake City would gladly loan to one orchardist in a locality, called
the key station, a standard maximum thermometer, a standard
minimum thermometer (in some cases a thermograph) and a
shelter for these instruments. The orchardist is expected to
read the instruments each morning during the blooming period
/
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of the fruit buds and telegr~ph these readings at his expense to
Salt Lake City. About two hours later the Weather Bureau
will telegraph back, at the government's expense, the forecast
for the coming night and if the signs indicate a decided frost, he
will probably telegraph that evenin:g' to the orchardist giving
him a more accurate forecast based on later data. (1).
A farmer should have several minimum thermometers on his
farm and determine the places where it is naturally coldest,
i. e., where the frost hits hardest; he should also compare the
readings taken in his own orchard with those taken on corresponding nights in the key station in order to be able to determine
approximately how many degrees colder or warmer his orchard
is than the key station, so that when the key station receives
the forecast for that station he will know what to expect in his
own orchard. .
The difference b~tween the maximum and the minimum temperature readings for the twenty-four hours is called the daily
variation. The farmer should study his readings and determine the average daily variation for each week while the buds
are in bloom. If then the average daily variation for the week
be subtracted from the maximum temperature experienced in
the afternoon it will give approximately the minimum temperai ure that will be experienced for the night. Clouds or winds
usually decrease the daily va·r iation. The minimum temperature for the twenty-four hours is a function of the dew point
and the relative hunlidity determined the evening before, provided the weather map indicates a frost for that night, the
constants for the imperical formula being' determined for each
locality.
The following frost indications given by Humphreys are
helpful:
"1. An evening orchard temperature of about 400 F.
2. Clear skies, to permit rapid radiation !from the surface
covering.
3. No wind, or very light, to avoid mixing the warm at.:.
mosphere above with the cold surface air.
4. Wind movement, so far as there is any, from northwest0rly direction.
5. Dew poin~ below 320 F. to avoid the formation of a fog
(1) . This is accomplished through a study of the weather map . Explanations of how this is done are found in Milham's Meteorology, pp.
213-216.
.
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blanket or the liberation of heat of condensation aJ temperatures above the freezing point.
But all these "signs" are only so many admonitions to be on
one's guard in a matter where the price of success is eternal
vigilance; they may be ever so helpful, but they are not infallible. (m).
Automatic frost alarms that can be purchased for about $45
may be set for a definite temperature and when this thermometer in the orchard cools to this temperature a bell will ring in
the house.
WHEN TO LIGHT THE FffiES

It has been observed that after the temperature of the
orchard has fallen below the danger point it is very difficult to
raise its temperature, but if a moderate amount of heat is sup~
plied at a temperature of about 300 F. and this amount be 'g'rad~
ually increased as t he temperature outside the heated area falls,
the t emperature in the orchard is thereby kept constant and
above the danger point and thus the chances of the crop being
saved are great er. At first only every second or third row of
pots is lighted and then the thermometers are read. The others
are lighted as they are needed. If heating is done at all it
should be done with care and intelligence. The facts are that
the buds are much hardier than most people think and many
people have heated t heir orchards when the crop would have
been saved without heating.

"A reading of the popular literature on the subject is likely
to cause one to infer that the buds have a certain freezing temperature and that when they arrive at thi~ temperature, they
a.ll freeze. This, of course, is wide of the truth. There is a
range alf four· or five degrees between the highest temperature at
which two or three per cent of the buds are injured, and the
temperature at which all the buds are killed. It should be remembered that on the same branch are often found buds that
have swollen but slightly when others are in full bloom. A
freeze or two in the early spring will usually do no harm; they
simply serve to thin the buds out, for it is generally known that
there are many times more buds on the trees than actually
mature into fruit. The number that one can allow to freeze and
yet not heat the orchard will naturally depend on how many
there happens to be on the tree at this particular time. It is
(m). Papers on Frosts and Frost Protection in the
Monthly Weather. Review, p. 565. Oct. 1914.

nited States,
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very rare that a tree has so few buds that it cannot lose one half
of them and yet mature an average crop' in the fall." (n) .
T a ble II. T emperatu r es which buds in Ca che Valley Experi enced in the
Spring of 1916 a nd the. per cent· Killed before the F a tal Freeze Came .

. O.

r

I{ind of . Develop-'
Fruit
men t

Jonathan
Apples ..
Elberta
Peaches
Pears ........

Showing
Red
Almost
Bursting
Show ing
Red
Jo n athan
Well
Apples .. S wollen

Per
.. ~ : Cen t
Develop- - Rillme t
ed
'~'"

Tenlperatures
Experienced

F ull
28, 25, 27, 24, 28, 2 8, 28 .5 Bloom
Fr.uit
27.5, 27.5, 30 .5, 3 1. 5, 30 Setting
Fruit
2 7.5, 27 .5, 30.5, 31.5 , 30 Setting
Blossoms
27.5, 27.5, 30.5, 31. 5, 30 lJust Go n e

Temperatm'es
\Vhich
Killed
All

32 16 deg.F.
56 22 d eg.F.
4 22 deg.F.

:18

22 deg.F.

T a ble III. Yie ld of Diffe r ent Varieties of Cherries in 1 91 4 a fter they
h a d b een Sub j e ct e d to a Temperature of 26 d e g . F .

Va riety

D evelovment

Estima ted Injury in Spring

Black T art aria n ........... Peta ls FalHng
Osthein ........................
Full Bloom
Kings Monello .............
Fu ll B loom
9.5
Double N attie. .............
F u ll Bloom 4 8.5
Double N attie...... ........ B uds Open ing 20.

1 TO :le

NO::J.8
per cent
per cen t
p er cent

Yield

6 6 .6
125. 0
13 0 .0
1 00 .0
125. 0

lbs .
lbs .
l bs .
lbs.
lbs .

per tree
per tree
per tre e
per tree
per tree

It will be noticed from the figures in Table II t h at all the
fruits mentioned except peaches can stand t wo or three freezes
as low as 250 F ., and still enough buds will r emain uninjured
to produce a normal crop. It must be kept in mind th at all buds
do not freeze at the same temperature. Part of this difference
is due to difference in har diness of the buds. They are also
'in different stages of development.

"The temperatures which will kill about 50 per cent of the
buds of the Elberta peach are as follows: when they are slightly
swollen, 140 F.; when well swollen, 180 F.; when they are showing pink, 240 F.; when in full bloom, 250 F.; and when the fruit
is setting, 280 F. (0) ." For data on other fruits see Utah Station Bulletin No. 151.
(n) .
(0).

Utah Bulletin No. 151~ West and Edlefsen, 1917, p. 19.
Utah Station Bulletin 151, 1917-West and ~dlefsen, p. 22.
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OCCURENCE OF FREEZING TEMPERATURES I~ UTAH ORCHARDS
DURING THE BLOOMING PERIODS FOR THE LAST SIXTEEN
YEARS.

In order to determine whether it would pay financially to
heat an orchard, one must determine how often freezing temperatures are experienced. In other words, we must determine
what the frost risk is. We have obtained from the County
Agricultural Agents the average dates of the blooming periods
of the main fruits lfor the five largest fruit-producing counties
of the state. They are in the order of highest production: Utah,
Boxelder, Salt Lake, Weber, and Cache. We have also selected
from the reports of the U. S. Weather Bureau, the freezing
temperatures that have been experienced by these counties while
the fruit is in bloom. These are tabulated below.
If thermograph records had been taken at each place and if
they were available, then we could note the time of night when
the danger temperature was reached and then he'aters would need
to burn from then till morning and in this way the approximate number of hours of heating and thus the amount of oil
necessary could be determined. Since these are not available 'for
the important fruit sections, we must be content with the minimum temperatures, and we will assume in our calculations that
when lighted, on an avera:g'e, they are kept burning for four
hours and that a gallon of oil is consumed in each pot, during
the · night.
.
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'l'able V.
IV.

Number of Times to Heat in Utah Co unty.

Taken from Table
Apples

Peaches
1900
1901
1902
190 3
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916

2
12
5
4
4

Total times to heat in 16 y ears a t Provo--- ------ -____ 1
at Provo Bench ______ ___ ___ _____ ______ _______ _____ _______ ____ ___ _

93

46

28

13

0

4
1
0

1

~

0

4
3
5
9
2
15

1
3
3
5
2
11
5

9

(Not gIven)
1
1
2
3
11
7

I

TABLE IV. Minimum temperatures below 30 deg. F., as report ed in the U. S . Weather Reports for Provo, Utah County.
Apples

(1)

Peaches

~~~~
1900

1-

1
25

1901 1 2;
19021 ..

2

3

22

• .

"

"

25

--

1903 1 .. 1 .. 1 .

~

5

8 _~ I ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~
29 .. 26 .. "
.. 29

6

7

22 20
---

--

21

26
--

--

--

26

.,

......

' .

"

28

25

..

..

24 ·24

' .

29

2425281

4

19041 .. 1 .. 1 .. 1 ..

24

27

27

29

....

20

20

-- - -

..1 ~~ -- ..

. .

•.

16 1 7 11 8 11 9 120 121 122 123 12 41 2 5 126 127 12 8 1 29 130
29
22

191 261 .. 1 .. 1 .. 1 .. . 1 .. 1 .. 1 .. 1 . : 1 27

24

~ I .. 1 .. 1 .. 1 .. 1 . . 1 .. 1 .. 1. ·1· ·1· ·1· ·1 ..

28

I

.. 1 . . 1 .. 1 .. ! .. 1 .. 1 .. 1 .. 1 .. 125

I '

1 .. 1

I

19051251"12 5124
1 906 I .

~

~~ ~

27

26
.

I I I ..11 2 41 I

19071 .. 1 .. 1 .. 1 .. 1"1

. .

I I I ..I ..I ..I .I ..I ..I. .1 . . I 2 5
252428

1

29

1908124 19

27

1909128

21

1!l101

-.

1 91 2 25 26

24

25
26

29

25

27

24

27

25

29

.

21

..1

26

26

25

28

26 1 26
.. -. . 1 .. 1 22

25

18 16

19

22 23

23123

27

24

2 3\ ..

2 7 2 "7

28

2 9 2 31 . . 1 . . 1 2 5 1 . . 1 2 6

.

1914

2~1

1915

27

19 1 6 I

20

28

19111281281"1

1913

.. 1 .. 1 .. 129

~-I

1 .. 1 ..

.1

1 .. 1 . . \

. 1 2 91 .

..

1 . . 1 .. \ . .

1 ..

129

1 2 31 2 2 1 231 2 81 ·1 ·1

·1 2 1~

I I·

1.

II 29 i~ I .. I .. I .. I .. I .. I .. I .. I .. I . • I 28

( 1) The key station from which these fig ures were taken, is at Provo City.
temperature h ere is on an average 4 deg. F. warmer than at Provo.
1913- No data available.

The orchards are on the bench and the minimum

TABLE IV. Minimum temp era til.res b elow 30 deg. F ., as r e p or t ed in the U . S. Weat her
Bureau Reports f or Provo, Utah C OUll ty. (1)
Ap p les

May

1

1 900'--

2

314

5

6I 7

8191 1 01 11 1 1 21 13114 1 1 51 16 1 17 1 1 81 19 1 20121

1 9 01
190 2

29

28

19 03
1904

..

29

1905
1 9 06
1 9 07
1908

28

1 9 0 9125

28

27

29

1910
1911

26

281 27

1912
1913
191 41 29

26

1 91 5125 I 26 I 28
1916126

28

23129125

23124127

(1) The key station from which these figures were taken, IS a.t Provo City. The orchards are on the bench and the minimum temperature here is on an average 4 deg. F.
warmer than at Provo.
1913-No data available.

TABLE VI. Minimum temperatures below 30 deg. F., as reported in . the U.
Weather Bureau Reports for Corinne. Box Elder County. (1)
Apples
May

1

1"901

21-:~ l-:~

1902

5

6

71 . S

s.

9110111112113114115 116 117 118

291 27

1903
1904
1905
1906
1907

29

1908

29

1909124128

29

1900
1911
1912
1913

251 28

251 28

191 4
1915
1916127 .

22

24129126125

==

1==

(1)
These temperatures were taken at Corinne because there was a much
longer record for that place and probably the temperatures here are slightly lower
than at Brigham.
1910-1911-No data available.

TABLE VIll. Minimum Temperatures below 30 deg. F., as reported in the U. S. Weather Bureau Reports for Salt Lake
City. (1)
Apples

Peaches

_~ _ ~ i _~ I _~I _~ _~ _2 _~ _~ ]:~ ]:]: 1]:~ p~ 1 ~ 1]:~ 1]:(; 1]:21 ~ 1~ 1~!) 1~]: 1~~ 1231
1900 " " " I " " " " 24 24 26 .. . . . , 26 29 " .. " . . . . . , 29
April

1901 22 29 24 19 21 22 21 20 29

..

.. .. .. .. .. .. ·. ·. ·.
20 20 · . · . · .
. . 27
29 ~ ~
29 . . 24 26 · .
27 . .
1

26

1902
1903
1904

19()5 19

28 1__ 129 1__ I

__ I _ _ I : _ I -

-- I--I--I--I~I~I~I--I--I--I"I--I
- I--I- - I--W
. . .. .. I .. "
.. . . .. .. 27 28

..

261221191211_1 __ I_-1"1. ...... ,

. . . . . . - ..

.. 1 .. 1 .. 1 .. 1 ..

1908 119 123126 1__ , __ 127
19091 .. 1 ..

'.

1910

~ ~ 12~

28

1911

26

·. ·.

:: 1::1 ::1 ::1 ::1 ::1 ::1 ::1 : :1

26

20 22 22 23 26 26

1914

_I - - I -

_127

. . 1 .. 1 .. 1 . . 1 .. 1 .. 129127128

:rrrT :tr

7

29 27 24 29

27 27

26

25

29

29

29 19 1 7 21 27

27 26

26 29

23

21

28

I ~123

28 23 28

27 26
26 26

2824

9
1::1

27 26

28

1912 28
1913

-I --I- -I- -I-

. ...

_128

1906 22 22232525 1 .. 1 . . 1 . . 1 .. 1 .. 1 .. 1 .. 127
19071 ..

24 125 1261271 28 1 291 30

26

27

•• I

~I~I~I
- -I"I- -I" I
.. 29 24 28

.. ,

.. , 28

1

19151 .. 1 .. 1 .. 1 .. 1 .. 1 .. 1 .. 1 .. 1 .. 1 . . 1 .. 1 .. 1 .. 1 .. 1 .. 1 .. 1 .. 1 .. 1.

'\"\"\"1 .. \ .. \ .. , .. 1 .. 1

(1) These temperatures were taken at the U. S. Weather Bureau Station at Salt Lake City.
orchard districts are on an average lower than these.

I .. 1 2 7

The temperatures in the

TABLE vm. Minimum Temperatures below 30 deg. F., as reporte d in the U. S.
Weather Bureau Reports tor Salt Lake City. (1)
Apples

May

1

21

3

41

T"9oo

5

6

71

8

9 1 1 0 I 111 1 2 I ~~

I~~ I~~ i ~~ [~L!~I~~

1901
1902
1903
1904

27

1905
1906

29

281 ..

I

190.7

28

1908
1919
1910
1911

241 28
25

29

27

26
25 1 28

28

1912129129128
1913
1914
191 51 28129127

.. I

(1)
These temperatures were taken at the U. S. Weather Bureau Station at
Salt Lake City. The temperatures in the orchard districts are on an average
lower than these.

TABLE XU. Minimum Temperatures below 30 deg. F., as Reported in the U. S. Weather Bureau Reports for Logan, Cache
County. (1)
Peaches

!"!~1~ !_ ~ I_ ~ I ~~ I ~~ I ~~ I ~~ I ~~ 1 1 5 1 1 6 1 1 7 1 18 1 1 9 1 20 1 21 1 22123 1 24 1 2512 6 127 1 28129130
19 00 i 29

26

..... .

"

29
28 1 28

1901 1 25 1 22

26

1902

27
28

20 1 20

1903

..

1904

'

190;)
28

190

29 1 281 27

16

1907

23123

190 8
190 9
191 0

25

1911

24 1 17 1 19 1 27

·1
28 1 2 9

29

26 1 23

27

1

1912

I

29

191 4 ! 28 1 26

29 1 26 ! 28
1

191 5

1

.
1

29

.[.

27

..

I

. · 1. ' 1

1916

·1
24

19 1 3 1 28 1 29 1 29

.'I
'

,

: I ::

I

(1). The most important orchard districts in Cache Valley have abo ut the same air drainage as the area near the k ey station
and as shown by a survey have about the same t emperatures.
1909- No data available.

TABLE XII. Minimum Tempera t Ul'es b elow 30 deg. F ., as Reported ill the U. S.
Weather Bureau Reports f or Logan, Cache County. (1)
Peaches
Apples

May

T"9oo

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

91101 11 1 1 2 11311411G 116117118

1 90 1
19 02
1 903
190 4
190 5
1 906
1907
1 908
1909
1910
1 91 1
1 912
1913
1 91 4
1915
1 9 16

·1
161 22

28129 129

(1.). The most important orchard dis tricts in Cache Valley hav3 &.bout the
sa me air drainage as the area n ear the key station and as shown by a survey have
aQout the same temperatures .
1.909-No data available.
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Table VII. Number of Times to Heat at Corinne, Box Elder County, taken
from Table VI.

I Apricoats I Peaches
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916

._.--.----------------------------- --------.----------------.----------

5
3

----- -------- -- --------- -------- ----

4

----------------_.-._---------.-.--.

1
2
0
0
3
9

-- --- --- ------------.--- - -----------_.-- --- - - -------- --- - ------ --------

-----------------.------------------

---- -------------------- . -- --------------.-------._- ---- --- - ------. --- .

(not given) __ _____ __ ___ ____
(not given) _______________ _

----------------- - ---- -- -- ---- --.---

------ -- ---.------------ ---------------- -------- - ---- ------ --------- -- -

5
7
0

- -.---- ----------- ------- -- --- - - ----

0

--- -- --------- .-- --------- ---------.

6

Total heatings 14 years _____ _

45

Cherries

Apples

0
0
4
1
0
0
0
0
9

0
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
3

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5'
7
0
0
6

5
4
0
0
5

2
2
0

21

8

32

0

4:
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Table IX. Number of Times to Heat in Salt Lake, Salt Lake County, as
taken from Table VIII.
Peaches

o

1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
Total heatings in 16 years ___ ___ ___ _____ _____ ___ ____ __________

4

1
3

1

o

o

3
4

o
1

o
3

o
o
o

o

6

2
4

2

o

7
3

1

o

I

Apples

o

2

o

o

2

2

36

15

27
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'fa ble XI. Number of Times to Heat for Peaches and Apples, Weber
County, as taken from Table X.
Year

Peaches

Apples

1900
1901
1902
190 3
1904
1 905
1906
1 9 07
1908
1909
1910
1911
1 912
1913
1914
1915

0
0
7
4
9
5
10
4
8
4
not given
not given
5
9
not given
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
not given
not given
0
0
not given
0
I

Total Heatings in 13 Years _______ _____ ___ ______________ ______ _ I

66

I

4

28
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Table XIII. Number of Times to Heat Peaches and Apples in Cache
County as' taken from Table XII.
Year
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
Total Heatings in 16 years ....................................

Peaches

Apples

o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
given
o
o
o
o
o

3

3

8

3

o

o
o
1

o
o
o

o

I

2

not given

o

1

o

1

o

I

not

o
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N ear the top of the tables, the word "apples" is written and
underneath it is drawn a line about one-fourth as long as the
table is wide. Underneath the left end of the line will 1)(' found
the average date that the apples begin to bloom in thi s particular
county and underneath the right end of the line will be f ound the
average date the petals have fallen and the fruit is setting. The
same explanation hold for the other kinds of fruit listed.
Where a figure in the table is underscored once, it means
that in our judgment a peach or chard in that county should have
been heated on that night. If a figure is underscored twice, an
apple orchard should have been heated. The basis oJ. our seJection of these dates and of our estimation from these of the total
number of times that he·a ting should have been done to prevent
loss from frost is this: It has been our experience that the buds
in their early stages can stand one or two freezes of 250 F . to 270
F. and there will still be enough buds left to give a satisfactory
crop, but when a third frost occurs the heaters should be lighted.
A cautious orchardist would heat considerably oftener than· we
have indicated be-cause on some of the nights o'f early spring
where we counted on not heating, it being the first freeze and of
26 deg. F. only, he may have heated because of expecting a lower
temperature. It has been the experience of most of the workers
in the field that it is much easier to hold the temperature just
above the critical point than it is to raise it to that point after
it has cooled; hence as a matter of safety and to be conservative
they have uniformly advocated lighting the fires early. The
figures therefore represent our judgment as to the least number
of times that the heaters should have been lighted. ·
,I t has been found by this station that none of the fruit is injured by a temperature of 20 deg. F., for which reason only
temperatures lower than this were placed in the tables.
DOES ORCHARD HEATING PAY IN UTAH?

A study of the temperature tables Nos. IV to XIII shows that
on an average in the five most important horticultural counties
in the state, heating is necessary at least three times a year to
save the peach crop. We found by gathering data from the
farmers in these counties ourselves as well as from the data collected by County Agricultural Agents that farmers lose on an
average of ten years over twenty per cent of their crops and that
the average normal yield is 400 bushels of peaches to the acre .
This means then that they lose on an aver~g'e 80 bushels of
peaches a year. The average price received by the farmers after
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picking and packing is approximately $ .55 and the average
cost of picking and packing is $ .20. The value of each bushel
of peaches saved would then be. $ .35 and the value of the 8Q
bushels saved on each acre would be $28. But let us see what
it would cost to save this . . Figuring oil at $ .09 a gallon, allowing 100 gallons per acre, figuring that one man can tend ten
acres, and that the heating is done only on nights when it is
absolutely necessary and not to ward off light frosts that only
thin the buds, and figuring the overhead expense each year the
same as we have on page 18, it would cost $50.50 or more to
save the crop. In other words it costs $50 to save $28 worth of
fruit.
Taking the average normal yield of apples as 450 bushels and
the average price received for them as $ .75 a bushel after being
picked and packed or $ .55 on the trees, let us see if the farmers
can make money by heating when they lose twenty per cent of
their cr op each year. They lose 90 bushels every year which
amounts to $49.50. From a study of tables again we judge that
apples would be heated on an average df. at least two nights a
year, which would cost $50.
Inasmuch as the heating' may fail because of accidents such
as an inaccurate forecast, or the temperature might be so very
low or wind so high that the heating was insufficient to warm
the buds above the danger temperature, or the extra help might
fail and both the crop and the oil be lost in addition to the extra
worry of handling the heating business undertaken that it is
very doubtful whether heating should be resorted to in Utah at
all. At best and with the least number of times of heating that
are necessary, the crop is only worth approximately the cost of
heating. In Utah it would be very difficult to heat because the
orchards are so scattered.
.
If the locality is such that heating is justifiable, then it is
very certain that if it is resorted to it must be done with care
and precision according to the most . approved methods with
plenty of heaters and plenty of help, taking care that no fuel is
wasted.
Weather bureau f.orecasts are usually very conservative, i. e.,
they will not miss reporting a severe frost but they sometimes
report a light frost that turns out to be harmless and the hired
men that have been summoned to help with the firing have to be
paid even tho it was not cold' enough fo justify lighting up. The
more frequent the occurrence of frost, the greater is the loss of
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fruit, but the greater would be the expense of heating; so that
for crops of' the value we have assumed and at the expense of
heating we have given, heating is of doubtful economic value
anywhere in the state. (Higher prices usually exist after a
freeze because of scarcity of fruit.)
In California, where it is reported to be a financial success,
the frosts usually occur without heavy winds and the high value
of the oraIljg'e or lemon crop makes the cost of heating small in
comparison to it. There they also heat to protect the trees from
freezing.
CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH ORCHARD HEATING PAYS

The experience ot' orchard men in California seems to show
that if farmers are willing to pay the price, they can ward off
the effects of many and severe frosts. If they use intelligence
and care, having wind breaks, plenty of oil, labor, and heaters in
place, accurate thermometers, and accurate forecasts of the
weather together with careful organization and cooperation
through many neighboring farmers heating simultaneously,
there is little doubt that the fruit can successfully be protected
from severe frosts. It is doubtful whether fruit can be protected against freezes caused by north winds of 10 miles an hour
or more.
In the following discussion we are going to give the benefit of
the doubt in each case to the side of the heating and when we
talk of the number of nights of heating we shall assume that the
earlier nights when light frosts have simply thinned the buds,
are omitted and only on the nights when the frost would actually
cut down the final yield in the fall that the heaters would be
lighted.
In calculating the cost of heating an orchard we must not only
consider the cost of oil and labor for the night and the cost of
placing the po.t s in the orchard, filling", and gathering them again
each year, but we must add to this the interest and depreciation
on the orchard heating equipment. We have calculated the interest and depreciation per acre per year as follows:
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INTEREST O:N" EQ'UlPMENT FOR TEN ACRES

1500 heaters @ $ .2o __ ___ ______________ _____ ________ ___ ~ __________ $300.00
1 wagon @ $60.00-- ---------------------------- ------------------__ 60.00
Torches________________ ________ __ ____ __ __________________ ____________________ 10.00
Thermometers __ __ ________________________________________ '__________ ____ ' 15.00
Storage Tank __ _____ ____ __________________________________ ______________ 240.00

FOt' ten acres __ __________________________$625.00
For one acre___ ___ __________________ ____ 62.50
Interest at 8 0/£ _________ _________________
5.00
DEPRECIATION ON ABOVE EQUIPMENT

Heaters ______________ ____ __ ____ _.__ __ ___ ____ _____ ___________ ___ _________ __ ____ $ 30.00
Wagon_____________ _________ ____ ___ ___ ____ _________ ______________________ __ ___
4.00
.Torches ___ _________ _________ ~___ ________________ __________________________ __ _ 1.00
Thermometers __ ____ ____ __________ __ ____________________________________
1.50
Tank _____ __________ __ ___________ __ ______ :___ ____ __ _______ _______ _____ ___ ________ 12.00
For ten acres ________ __________________ ____ $48.50
For one acre__ ______________________ ______ 4.85
Interest ______________________________________________________ .
Deprecia tion__ _______ ___ ___ _______ ______ ___ ____ ___ ____ ____
Pla·cing______ ____ __ ______ __________________________________ ____
Clothes_ __ ___ __ ________ _____ _______ _____ __ ___ __ _______ _____ __ __

5.00
4.85
7:00
5.00

$ 21.85

Each year the heaters must be placed in the orchard and
then after the fruit has developed past the danger point they
must be emptied and gathered and cleaned. There is also the
cost oJ the clothes the two men wear while handling this oil for
these clothes are ruined . Since these are constant overhead
expenses we will add them to the interest and depreciation factor
used in later equations. In Utah the placing, etc., costs about $7
and the clothes inj ury $5. These two added to the interest and
depreciation make the total overhead cost $21.85.
<L _
In working out the equations that follow we have used the
round number of $22.00 for the total constant overhead expense.
The total reeeipts from fruit must exceed cost of production
by enough to pay a reasonable interest on the investment in the
farm. Let us examine this mathematically.

Whether one should heat or not depends on cost of labor, cost
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of fuel, price of fruit, etc.; under some conditions it will pay,
while under others it will not. The only way to tell is by the
following very simple mathematical analysis which ·is fully and
clearly explained in words as it is developed . From a study
of this and the numerous examples and graphs worked out, one
should be able to t eH' in any locality by the same reasoning
wh~ther he should heat or not.
Expressing these factors mathematically-let P stand for
the money inv·e sted in the land, buildil1jgis, machinery, etc.
Let "I" represent the interest rate at which money can be
borrowed.
Let "i" be the interest above I i. e., if a business man borrowed money at 8 % and bought an orchard, paid some one to
run it and made a profit of 10 % then after he has paid his
8 <]1. , he has made 2 per cent. "I" in this case would be 8 per
cent and "i" would be 2 per cent. He should make something because he is taking a risk of going behind. Many farmers consider their place as a home (against which interest should not
be charged) which gives employment to themselves and children
and do not expect more than two to six percent on the value of
the place.
Let "b"= the number of boxes of fruit obtained per acre.
Let "s"= the selling price per box or what the farmer gets
per box when the Ifruit is picked and packed.
Let "k"= the price of picking and pac~ing a box of fruit to
cars.
Let "c"= the cost of producing an acre, of fruit except picking: and packing and the interest on the investment and includes,
Maintenance Cost}'
Manuring
Cultivatolis
PruninQ"
Brush Handling
Irrigation
Thinning
Propphig
Spraying
Cover Crop
Miscellaneous Labor

lUa t edal Costs
Spraying
Manure
Ga~oline and oil
F ix€:d Cost s
Taxes
Water t ax
Insurance
Equipment charge
P acking house charge
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Let "n"= the number of nights a year that the orchard is
heated.
.
Let "g"= the number of gallons of oil burned a night on an
acre.
Let "r"= the cost of oil per gallon.
Let "L"= the cost of labor for heating one acre for one night.
Let "Dh"= the over head cost and includes the interest and
depreciation on the heating equipment, the cost of placing, filling
with oil, and gathering up again as well as cost oIf. clothes of
workmen.
U sin g the above notation we derive the following equation:
b(s-k)-c-n(g r + L)-Dh-IP=iP
(1)
Solving for "s" in this equation we obtained:
bk+ c+ n(gr+L) +Dh+IP+iP'
(2)
s= ------------------------b
An example will make it clear. Using typical Utah' data for
an apple orchard and considering the labor (L) as 2 men at
$2.50 a night for ten acres or 50 cents per acre and a consumption of 100 gallons of oil an acre, the equation becomes:
400 x.20+50+6 (100x.09+.50) +22+.04x300
s=

or s=$0.55
400
i.e, considering the yield (b) as 400 bushels of apples a year,
the cost of picking and packing a box (k) as 20c, the cost of
producing the yield on an acre (c) as $50, the number of nights
you must heat the orchard a year (n) as 6, the cost of oil (r) as
9c (a gallon) interest on the money invested (I) 4%, then in
order to be able to do this you must get at least 50c a box for
your apples after they are picked.
This equation says in words that if you subtract Ifrom the
amount of money that you receive for the sale of the fruit, the
entire cost of producing it, includiI1\~ the cost of heating the
orchard and the interest cost on the inveshnent, what you will
have left will be profit. If the yield and selling price ar.e high,
while the amount of money invested and cost of production are
low then you will of course make a large profit. In a section
where frost diminishes the yield of lfruit and by heating the yield
is raised to the normal value, then heating must be reckoned as
part of the c~st of production. If when the interest on the
money value of the farm and equipm.e nt and the remaining cost
of production is subtracted from the amount of money received
fr:om the crop during a normal yield, there will be no money
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left to do the heating during the years when a small yield is
ob,t ained because of frosts, then instead of buying heating
equipment one should go out of this particular kind of farming
or else by better management cut down the cost of production.
Solving for '-'n" in the above equation (1) we obtain:
b (s-k-c-Dh-P (I+i)
n== ---------------------(g r+L)

(3)

which shows that if the amount of money left over after all the
costs of production except heating have been paid is considerable and if the cost of heating one night is small because olI
cheap labor and oil, then one can afford to heat several nights.
i. e. to be able to heat, you must get a high price for the fruit,
the cost of production must be small, including interest on the
principal so that there will be money left over to spend on the
heating and you must be able to get the fuel cheaply. Although
in equation (1) the cost fo heating is a subtractive factor and
appears to cut down the profits by increasing the cost of production, yet we shall show later in this paper that it will either:
increase or decrease the profits depending on whether the value
of the fruit that is saved by the heating is more than the cost
of the heating. Of course, ~f there be two orchards where everything else is the same (sanle labor cost, same investment,
etc.) the only difference being that one experiences killing frosts
while the other does not, It is obvious that the one where heating
has to be resorted to will make less profits.
We might have two different farms where the one that experienced killing frosts and had to increase his cost of pr oduction by heating had less money tie<j. up in the farm and his farm
is close to the market and his other costs of production were
sufficiently low that his entire cost of production including the
heating cost was as low as that of the farmer who does not have
to heat his orchard. He could then resort to orchard heating
and compete with the other farmer.
Let us examine this proposition mathematicaily.
Let the subscript '\" stand for the farm where frost does
not occur and Hz" for: the one where it does occur.
Let us assume that in the two localities the farmers are equally well organized and their product is equally good and equally
advertised
so that Sl==S2 and that the heating saves the entire
,
crop so that b1==b 2 also that the picking and packing cost is the
same making k1==k2 also that the interest rate on their money
and the profits in per cent are to be the same.
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Then with Sl=SZ' b 1--bz, k1=kz,11=12' and i 1=i 2, we get the
following equation when they are substituted in equation (1)
b 1 (sl-k 1 )-c 1- I1 P 1=i1P 1 where there is no frost and although n= 0, the other costs must be correspondingly hrgih er
and for the farm where heating has to be resorted to we obtain
b1 (Sl---kl)-c2-n (gr+L)-Dh-I 1 P z=iP 2. Subtracting the
second equation from the one above it gives:
(gr+L) +Dh~I (P1-P2) =i (P l-P 2) . Solving for
C1 - C 2 +(P 1 -P Z ) (I 1 +i 1 )-Dh.
(4)
"n" we obtain n
(gr+L)

C 2- C 1+n

This shows that if there is a large difference in general cost
of production and in total investment and that if the ' cost of
heating one night is small, then th~ man who heats can afford to
heat a considerable number of n~gihts and still compete with the
man who is in the frost-free locality. Let us examine a specific
case.
Let $75=c 1 and $50=c 2
Let $22=Dh
Let $400=P1 and $200=P 2
Let 1= .08 and i=O
75-50 (400-200) .04-22.
Then n
100x.09+2.
In other words with two farms valued at $400 and $200 an
acre and the cost of production $75 and $50 an acre, the one
with the smaller cost of production and the cheaper land could
afford to heat his orchard once a year and make the same profits
as the farmer who is in a frost-free location.
The amount of work a farmer can do and the amount of
money he can spend on his orchard and still make money will
obviously depend upon the price he can get for his fruit. In the
followiI1lg table we have us.ed equation No. 1 and solved fo'r "s"
where "s'" is the price which must be received \for the apples in
order, to .fill the other conditions given in the table:
The data used were t aken from government surveys of the
cost of producing apples in Wenatchee Valley, Washington, Hood
River, Oregon, and Western Colorado, and which are reported in
U. S. D. A., Bulletins Nos. 446, 518 and 500 respectively. The
data for Utah are for average estimates given by horticultural
men of the State.
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Table No. 14 .-SeUing price of apples in order to obtain 0, 4 and 8 per
cent interest on investment w ith or without heating for different
localities.
.
rJ)
.~
.,....

F

.,

to

hj

~

~.

r

(":l

0

(1)

;

~

z

w

S

~

~

.,

~.

(1)

~

Ul

~.

.,....
.,....

(JQ

0

.,;:;.

i;j

,...,
0

~

S·
(1)

m

.,....
0

(1)

'1:1

(1)

0

'1:1

(=;.
~
~

CD

.,

0..

b:J

~

~

P=1

(")

~

~

p:>

(":l

~

p:>

r
Colorado ...... .. ..... .
Colorado ............ . .
Colorado ............. .
Colorado ............. .
Colorado ............. .
Hood River ........... .
Hood River ........... .
Hood River ....... ... .
Hood River ........... .
Hood River ........... .
\Venatchee Valley
\Venatchee Valley
vVenatchee Valley
\Venatchee Valley
Wenatchee Valley
l 1tah ............ ......... .
l~ 'L ah ........... .......... .
l .iah .... ................. .
Utah ..................... .
'Ctah ................... .. .

12 84 1$ 751.00 1$199 .00 1$ 22 10
284
751.00 1 199.00 1 22 14
28 4 ' 7 51. 0 0 1 19 9 . 0 0 22 8
284
751.00 1 199.00 1 22 8
284
751.00 199.00 22 8
222
990.00 180.00 22 0
222
990 .00 180 100 22 4
222 1 990.00 180 00 22 8
222
990 .00 180.00 22 8
222
990.00 180.00 22 18
5 9 21. 1,925 .00 376.73 22 0
15 9 2 1 1,92 5.00 1 3 7 6 . 73 1 22 14
592 1 1,925.001 376. 73 1 22 8
1592 1,925.00 1 376.73 22 8
592 1,925.00 376 .73 22 8
450
3 00.0 0
75 .00 22 0
450
300.00
75.00 22 4
450
300 .00
75.00 22 8
450
300.00 ' 75.00 22 8
450
300.00
75.00 22 8

I

per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
par
per
per
per

cent 1
cent l
cent
cent
cent
cent
cent
cent
cent
cent
cent
cent
cent
cent
cent
cent
cent
cent
cent
cent

01$ .9 71$0.28
0 1 1. 07 1 .28
.28
0 1.19
3 1.37
.28
.28
6 1.47
.28
0 1.09
.28
0 1.27
.28
0 1.64
.28
3 1.67
.28
6 1.80
.32
0
.79
.92
.32
1.05
.32
1.13
.32
1.18
.32
0
.37
.20
0
.20
.39
0
.42
.20
3
.53
.20
6
.60
.20

gl

~I

From this table it is seen that in Western Colorado, in order to m a ke
S per cent on the investment after paying for heating 3 nights a year, the
farmer must receive $1.37 a bushel for his apples; in Hood River $1.67,
a.nd in Utah $0 .5 3, while without heating these figures would be $1.19,
$1.64 and $0.42 a bushel.

In some localities, one farmer is heating his orchard while his
neighbor is not. Each thinks that he is doing right and that his
way is the better. Let us examine this case! We will not at
present decide if they should be in the business or not, but simply,
jf they are both making money which is making more, or if both
are losiIljg', which is losing less.
We will assume that the farmer knows how to heat, that he
is careful, has plenty of oil pots, accurate weather Iforecasts and
no accidents, i. e. that when he heats it is always necessary and
that he always saves his crop. We will first examine the case
where the frost takes part of the crop each year.
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Using equation No.1 for the man who heats we have:
B (s-k) -c-n (:gr+L) -Dh-IP=iP
(1)
When no heating is done the equation becomes:
b(s-k)-c-IP=i2P.
(5)
We are assuming that S1=S2' k 1-k 2, C1=C 2, P1=P 2, I1=I~
i , e. f arms are exactly alike except that B>b or the one that
heats gets more fruit and that i1> i2 i. e. that the profits are
different
Subtracting equation (5) from (1) gives:
B (s-k) -c-b (s-k) + c-n (gr+L) -Dh= (i1-i2) P
To make it pa.y to heat i1 must be larger than i2 and this will
make t he r ight side of the equat ion positive and hence the left
. side must also be positive. For the left side to be positive
Bs-Bk-bs+bk>n(gr+L)+Dh or s(B~b) - k (B-b) >
n (gr + L ) +Dh
Let B-b=6 b then we obtain by subst itution:
6 b(s-k) >n( gr + L )+Dh.
(6)
This equation means that in order for the farmer who heats
to make more money than his neighbor who does not, everything
else being exactly the same, the value olf the excess of his crop
over t he other s without being picked must b~ more than the
entire cost of heating that year.
In examining this equation further let us assume that the
man who heats makes the same profits as the one who does not
for the purpose of noting the r,e lation between the variables and
we will write = instead of >, which will give us
6 b (s-k)=n (GR+L) +Dh
6b(s-k)-Dh.
Solving for n gives us n
(gr+L)
which shows that the man can afford to heat many times and yet
break even with the one who does not if he gets much more fruit
than the ot her, (the other lost fruit by frost) if the selli~g price
of the fruit is large and if the cost of heating one night is small
because of cheap oil and labor.. With the same excess of fruit if
he can heat a less number of times, then he is ahead of the other
fellnw financially ,
The equatinn may also be written in this form:
6 b (s-k)
Dh
n

gr+ L
gr+ L
the plot. of which is a straight line with (s-k) / gr+ L as the
slope and -Dh / gr+ L as intercept, nand b being the variables.
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Using the following figures for the constants:
s=$0.90 k=$0.14
Dh=$22
r=$0.09
2 men at $2.50=$5 for L a night, and considerinJg 100 heaters burning a gallon of oil during the night gives
6, b (.90- .14)
22
n= -------------100x .09+5
100x .09+5
(7)
n=
.054 b-1.57
This result is shown graphically in curve No. 1 of Figure ~,
the amount of fruit saved by heating increasing as the number of
nights of heating increases, and where the number is large the
one nearly varies directly as the other; e. g., where b=300, we
get n=300x.054-1.57 or n=16.2-1.57, the latter term being
less than one-tenth of the former.
.
Curve No. 1 shows graphically the relation between the
amount of fruit saved by heating', and the number of times heating is" resorted to durin\,~' the year and is the plot oIf equation No.
7 consider ing the cost of oil as constant and as $.09 the figure
quoted by the Standar'd Oil Company, f. o. b. Logan, and considering the selling price of the fruit as constarit and as $.90 a
box. It shows that as the number of nights that the frost occurs
increases, the a.mount of fruit obtained by the farmer in excess
of that obtained by the man who doesn't heat, i. e., the amount
saved mU,s t increase. Unless he can actually heat a less number
of times than this and save this amount of fruit he will not be
fi,n ancially ahead olf the man who doesn't heat , This relation,
although established on the basis of money relations, represents
about what happens climatically because each frost in the spring
of the same degree kills approximately the same per cent of the
buds and the more nights of frost the less the yield of fruit in
the fall and the more nights that heating has to be resorted to.
If, therefore, considerable frost is experienced so' that Dh is
small in comparison to the other factors, the question as to
whether one should heat his 'orchard or not is not a lfunction of
whether there is much or little frost. In other words, a man in
one locality m~~tht have to heat five nights to save his crop while
the other man in the same locality lost 25 per cent because of
not heating, and in another locality a farmer heated ten nights
at twice the cost and saved 50 per cent of the crop while the one
here who didn't heat lost 50 per cent and yet the value of the
50 per cent saved might be the same as the cost of the ten nights
of heating and the value of 25 per cent of the crop might be
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Figure 2.-Curves sho", ing the way the number of nights that the
farmer can afford to heat his orchard, changes with: 1, the per cent of
the crop that the heating is to save; 2, the selling price of the fruit,
and, 3, tho cost of the oil a gallon.
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equal to the cost of heating five nights, in which case all would
break even, a:lthough of c~urse the ma:n who heated had the
worry and the chance of losing oil and crop due to accident in
heating such as too heavy wind, etc. In all cases the value oIf.
the crop on the tree saved must be more than the cost of the
heating in order for it to pay to be in the heating business and
whether one should be heating or not is not a function of the
amount of frost that Qccurs. All oth~r things being the same,
and considering the overhead expense of heating as small in
comparison with the fuel and labor cost, if it is wisdom to heat
an orchard in the south where frost seldom occurs, it will be
wisdom to heat in the north where it occurs frequently.
It is also interesting to note that whether one should heat
or not , i. e., considering only who is making or losing more
money, is not a function of the amount olf money invested for P
does not occur in the equation Of course if you are heating to
save the t r ees from being killed then an orange t ree is worth
more than a peach tree and a difference would come in, but we
are here simply considering the crop. Heating is more apt to
be advisable in California than in other localities because fuel
is cheap there and the lemon and oranHs~ crop are more valuable
than the average apple crop.

Curve No.2, Figure 2, shows that as the selling price of the
fruit goes up the number of times that you can heat and yet
compete with the fellow who doesn't, increases, and curve No.3,
Figure 2, shows that as the price of oil goes down the number of
times that you can heat, goes up and still break even with the
man who doesn't and if you actually heat a less number of times
than this and yet save the crop then you are ahe·a d of the one
who doesn't heat and you should be in the heating business.
However, if you are in the heating business because of reasoning such as the above, you must add this heating cost to the
other entire cost of production and if it is now more than what
you receive for the fruit then you should go out of the orchard
business. If, as was explained earlier, your land values and
your other COost of production are low so that you can afford to
increase your cost of production by heating and still compete
with the frostless locality and if when you spend your money
Ifor heatinJ~ this cost of heating is less than the value of the fruit
that you save, then you can compete with the fellow in your
locality who doesn't heat and also compete with the frostless
locality and win.
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After examining the case where the frost takes part of the
crop each year let us test the case wher,e the frost takes the
entire crop every few years. Let us assume that the frost takes
the crop one year out of every three when no heating js done.
The orchard heating equipment depreciates at about the same
rate whether it is being used or not, so that the interest and
depreciation during the life of the equipment nlUst be charged
up to heating during the years when heating is done. Therefore, if heating is done every third year, three years' interest
and depreciation will have to be charged up to that year. The
equation If or the man who heats then is:
b (s-k) -c-n (gr+ L) -3Dh-IP= iP
(8)
and for the man who does not heat the equation is :
o (s-k)-e-IP= i1P (9)
This year the man without a crop has to care for the orchard
exactly as if he had a crop so that c=c and P= P, and 1= 1, but
i>i1: Subtracting (9) from (8) we obtain:
b (s-k) - 0 (gr+ L) -3Dh= P (i-il)
In order to make it pay to heat, i must be larger than i1, which
makes the right side of the equation positive and the left side
will be positive when
b (s-k) >n (gr+ L) + 3Dh
It is to be observed that this ,e quation is just the same as the
one developed for the case where part of the crop is destroyed
each year except that the interest and depreciation for the years
when there is no frost is all charged up against the years when
l.h€-re is fro st so that the yield of fruit saved must more than
pay !for the entire heating cost, The farmer cannot tell ahead
of time whether he is going to have frost that year; hence, he
will put his heaters in the orchard and fill them and put them
up again every year whether there is frost that year or not, and
the man who loses his entire crop through not heating will have
to take care of the orchard just the same as the man who has a
crop on the trees unless it be in the single exception of the
spraying so that as far as the economics is concerned this case
is just the same as the one just considered. Here b is the entire
crop and equals 6 b of the other equation.
In the ab{)ve financial consideration of orchard heatinjg' we
have assumed that heating never failed to save the crop. However, to have this true the orchard must be protected from
winds and the plan of procedure must be worked out to a nicety
before the time comes to heat · so that there will be no accidents
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with labor, etc., because if labor is hired and oil is burned the
crop must be saved to pay for these. Unless the horticultural
business is · on a prOosperous basis and a thorough preparatiOon is
made and carried Oout orchard heating will not be profitable.
SUMMARY
1. Approximately one-fifth, or twenty per cent, of the fruit
on Utah farms is destroyed and considerable damage is done to
general farm crops by frosts.

2. In the case of fruit, elimination of this waste has been
attempted by delaying the time of flowering until the danger
of frost was over, by soil treatments such as irrigating', sanding, and cultivating, by smudgilljg; with smoke, water vapOor, and
carbon dioxide, Oor by cOovering the plants or trees with cloth or
straw. The most impOortant method is by applying heat and
smudge simultaneously through burning coal or oil in the
orchard.
.
3. Professor Cox olf the U. S. Weather Bureau· has shown
that by decreasing the heat capacity of the cranberry bogs of
vVisconsin through draining, sanding and cultivatiI1lT., the minimum temperature Oof the air dir€ctly above the ground was 70 F.
higher than that over the · untreated bogs. This difference ' in
temperature disappeared at a height Oof three·. feet above the
ground. Many farmers report the successful protection of crops,
such as alfalfa and even fruit, by irrigating during the night of
the 'frOost.
4. Frost usually occurs on clear nights because of the .absence
of a cloud blanket, which blanket prevents the upward escape of
heat , Smudjg;es are to supply an artificial cloud or blanket of
gas or smoke which is not transpar ent but rather absorbs well
the heat and prevents its upward escape. Carbon dioxide, water
vapor, and unburned carbon (which are the products Oof ordinary
combustion), ammonia, gaseous hydrocarbons, dust, and smoke
are the best materials fOor smudge because their diathermancy is
small.
5. Ninety-six pOounds of carbon dioxide were liberated during the night on an acre in an hour and one-half. The treated
area cooled just as fast as the adj oining untreated area.
6. An area Oof ten by fifty feet surrounded by brick walls
with no roof was supplied with carbOon dioxide as fast as it would
run out o'f a tank, the neck of which was kept warm with hot
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cloths. This was done when the temperature of the surrounding
area was cooling and it was found that the treated area cooled
at the same rate as the untreated area.
7. Electric heaters were placed in the bottom of an approximately air-tight box, two and one-half feet b~ four and one-half
feet and seven and one-third feet deep, and they gave a rise in
temperature of 14.10 F. With 22 pounds of carbon dioxide
(three times the volume of the box) which had been warmed to
the same temperature as the box before it entered, the heaters
gave a rise of 2.80 F. more than with no smudge, the gas being
liberated in 15 minutes. A test of the air inside of the box showed three per cent carbon dioxide there. This result was duplicated on a larger scale by heating (with electric heaters) an
area 500 square feet surrounded by walls.
8. During April the upper two or three inches of the ground
is only slightly wanner than the air. This condition lasts only
a few hours during the night, so that the rate of transfer of
heat upward is slow and spring frosts usually occur several
nights in succession 'with the intervening days comparatively
cool; hence, smudging would be quite ineffective on the second
and third night, and we think smud;g~ng is entirely unsatisfactory
unless heat he supplied with it.
9. Tests to see the eff·e ct of spraying warm water over the
tree which would liberate heat on cooling and on freezing and
should help retain heat 0 E. the earth by acting as a smudge did
not prove that the practice was satisfactory. The sediment in
the water, clogged the really fine spray and the coarse spray
even though the water was warm before leaving it, collected in
the fruit buds and froze them, producing the same effect as a
storm of sleet.
10. One hundred horse-power of electrical energy when converted into heat in the open air gave a temperature rise of 200
F., the temperature outside being 700 F. It required approximately 14 watts per square foot to obtain 10 F. rise in temperature.
11. On clear, quiet, frosty nights the out-doors can be heated with pots because the heated air only rises 50 to 75 feet, due
to the temperature inversion layer.
12. A table containing results of 15 investigations of other
stations shows that with 100 heaters to an acre the orchard will
remain about 40 F. warmer than the surrounding unheated
area. Winds of ten miles an hour reduce this to less than one
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and one-hallf degrees F.
13. Figuring that it would be necessary to heat twelve njghts
in ten years, we have compared the cost of heating with the oil
and coal. With oil costing 9 cts. a gallon and coal selling at $7 a
tOll, 'it would cost $21 a year an acre to heat with oil and $17 with
coal. With coal at $7 a ton, oil must be purchased at 7c a ;gallon
to compete: with it, hut labor costs are less with oil. The smudge
from the two fuels is about equally valuable.
14. The equipment necessary, and the best method of orchard
heating, the forecasting of frost, and the cooperation of the
Weather Bureau, are given with considerable detail.
15. Tables are given showing the results of our experiments on hardiness of fruit buds to frost. It is a fact that most
people start their fires too soon· and too G'ften because they think
buds more sensitive to cold than they really are.
16. Tables are given showing average dates of the blooming
periods of apples and peaches in the five leading horticultural
counties of Utah. Data are given to show the number of nights
each year that heating would have been necessary in the past 16
years.
17. A careful study of the data on fruit yields, selling' price,
and frost damage shows that by the most economical heating the
value of the fruit saved is approximately equal to the cost of
saving it-assuming the heating will always save the crop no
matter how much or how severe the frost. There is also to be
-considered the worry of watching for the frost, although in
Utah in nine cases out of ten the crops can be saved, yet financially it does not pay when peaches sell at 55c or less and apples
at 75c a bushel or less.
18. Mathematical equations are worked out, graphed, and
explai.n ed in words that express the following facts:
Considering a farm as an investment, when the general cost
of producing the fruit and the interest on the investment are
subtracted from the money received from the sale of the fruit,
there is usually expected a small profit. (Many farmers considering their place as a home that provides employment for the
lfamily expect only a small interest, saying' nothing about a
profit.) If in the production of the above yield orchard heating
was resorted to in order to save it from killing -frOost, then this
heating cost should be added to the general cost of production
in calculating the profit. For the business to be profitable, the
. receipts from the sale of the fruit should be .. high and the gen-
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eral cost of production, including the investment and the cost
of heating (cheap fuel, etc.), low.
19. Everything else being the same, except that one of two
localities experiences frost, of course the frost-free one is the
better, but where both experience frost heating mayor may not
increase the cost of production, depending entirely on whether
the fruit saved by the heating brought in more money on sale
than it cost to save it by heatin.?". A place where frost occurs
can compete with a frost-free locality if the general cost of production and the interest (because of cheaper land) is sufficiently
lower to more than offset the cost of heating.
20. Tables are inserted giving the sale price that must be
obtained for the fruit in order to obtain different rates 01£ interest on land of various values with and without heating for
various cost of production. These selling prices are high and in
most cases higher than the farmers receive, but they are many
of them expecting Hnd getting only employment for their
families.
21. A farmer will increase his profits or decrease his losses
by heating if the value of the crop before it is picked is more
than the complete cost of the heatin g'. Whether the yield is
large, small, or nothing, the place must be cared for almost
exactly the same, and the cost of heating must include, not only
the oil and labor while the heating is being done, but must include
the interest and depreciation of the heating equipment.
22. The more times that killing frosts occur the more expense would be incurred in protecting against them, but the
more fruit would be saved, and where frost occurs frequently
enough to be at all serious, the number of nights that heating
must be resorted to is almost proportional to the amount of fruit
that is saved, so that whether it ,pays or not to heat an orchard
is not a function of the frequency of the frosts. Whether one
should heat or not is not a function of the amount of money
invested in the place unless the heating is to protect the trees.
Of course, in determinin:g' the profits the land value certainly
enters. To increase one's profits or decrease his losses by heating, the sale price of the fruit must be high, the fuel must be
~heap, the frosts must not be accompanied by winds, and the
heating must be carried out according to the most modern
methods w'i th military precision.
It is very doubtful whether it pays in Utah.
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